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Team members represented well themselves and UMBS in interactions with 
executives at Ford Motor Company, who praised their persistence, dedication, 
and data-gathering resourcefulness. Even more, Ford is making plans to move 
ahead with Internet2 deployment based on the UMBS team's recommendations. 
Building on and augmenting prior work on a 2001 l-MAP project, this team traced 
the history of Internet2, described its potential as a platform to an extraordinary 
leap in Internet application, and underscored the importance of learning, refining 
and sharing best-practices as the new technology is employed in the business 
world. The team then conducted three field-research pilots on specific Internet2 
applications within Ford - concluding from all three that the technology can work 
fine, but only if the people using it are properly and thoroughly prepared, 
Otherwise, it remains only a dramatic potential, albeit unachieved. 
In pioneering usage research on Internet2 and capturing the importance of the 
human dimension in its effective use, this team has made an important 
contribution to the successful implementation of Internet2 in any business 
organization - and specifically at Ford. Their work will lead the way for others to 
follow suit in identifying keys to organizations successfully adopting Internet2 -
ultimately contributing to a body of work that will smooth its adoption throughout 
the business world - leading to important new advantages and efficiencies for 
business, indeed society, and a roadmap for how best to achieve them. 
As such, their contribution is not only accepted, but commended, 












































